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Following the success of dog cryptocurrencies recently, cat coins are the newest big thing. So which
cat meme coins are the greatest ones to purchase?

 

This guide examines well-liked cryptocurrencies with cat themes that have the potential to soar in
the upcoming months. In order to provide investors with diversification, we cover cat meme
initiatives from multiple chains.
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What is a Cat Meme Coin?
 

The cryptocurrency known as “cat meme coins” features a feline motif. Few have practical
applications. The value of cat meme coins is completely dependent on speculation.

 

However, this specialised industry has the potential to become massive if it can repeat the success of
dog meme coins. The impending cryptocurrency season is adding fuel to the fire.
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5 Best Cat-Themed Meme Coins to Buy in 2024
 

Now let’s take a closer look at the top cat-themed cryptocurrency coins. This will support decision-
making by meme coin investors.

 

 

1. Cat in a Dogs World (MEW) –The Crypto with the Biggest
Market Capitalisation and a Cat Theme
 

 

When it comes to cat-themed coins, MEW (Cat in a Dogs World) has the highest market
capitalisation. There is a current valuation of about $412 million for this project. Cat in a Dog World
didn’t even debut until March of 2024. Given this, it is one of the most recent cat coins available for
purchase. Because of its continued popularity among meme coin speculators, the Solana network
was chosen by the project.

 

The original price of “cat in a dogs world” was $0.001628, as reported by CoinMarketCap. The price
is now $0.004638, which is 147% higher. However, compared to previous all-time highs, new
investors will be able to gain a 54% discount. A total of 88,888,888,888 tokens are in circulation with
MEW. Full amount has been distributed, with 90% already locked in the liquidity pool.
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The Solana colony was airdropped with the 10% balance. With more than 61,000 X followers, cat in
a dogs world is a social media powerhouse. Nearly nine thousand people have joined its Telegram
group. Even though it’s still in its infancy, cat in a dogs world is now trading on some of the biggest
exchanges. Among these, you will find HTX, Gate.io, KuCoin, and MEXC.
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2. Mochi (MOCHI) –  The Best Cat Meme Coin Available
Right Now
 

 

When it comes to the finest cat crypto coins, Mochi (MOCHI) is at the top of our list. A popular layer
2 alternative to Ethereum, this meme coin runs on the Base network. The logo is inspired by the cat
of Coinbase CEO Brian Armstrong. One of the first Base meme currencies, Mochi debuted in the
middle of 2023. The company’s market valuation is a mere $46 million.

 

Accordingly, Mochi is among the top low-cap coins available for purchase. Furthermore, all MOCHI
tokens have been distributed. In contrast to competing cat meme coins, this will prevent any further
tokens from ever entering circulation. One essential ingredient for virality is an engaged community,
and we discovered that Mochi has one.

 

 

 

Take its approximately 7,000 Telegram members and 18,000 X followers as an example.
Additionally, Mochi has around 20,000 distinct token holders. Since its launch, Mochi has had a
consistent increasing trend in price performance. In the time since launch, the token price has
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increased by more than 2,800%. However, at the moment, Mochi is trading 48% lower than its all-
time highs. Because of this, new investors can purchase Mochi at a reasonable price.
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 3. Mog Coin (MOG) – Top Cat Cryptocurrency on the
Ethereum Network, 53% Off ATHs

On the Ethereum network, Mog Coin (MOG) stands out among the greatest cat meme coins. With a
gain of more than 3,600% since its introduction in mid-2023, MOG is also among the top performers.
But the market for Mog Coin has taken a nosedive in the past several weeks. There is a 53%
discount off the all-time high for MOG tokens if purchased today.

 

With a current market valuation of $235 million, Mog Coin has a lot of potential for further growth.
Plus, in the last day, MOG has changed hands for roughly $10 million. Interest in MOG is growing as
a result of this, as it is up 71% from the previous trading session.

 

 



You can also buy and sell Mog Coin on many popular exchanges, including Gate.io, MEXC, HTX, and
Crypto.com. More than 131,000 people follow Mog Coin on X, which is great. Keep in mind, though,
that Mog Coin is useless to investors. Token holders won’t see any increase in value over time,
unlike other meme coins.
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4. Wen (WEN) – Cat Coin Based in Solana Has Gained 500%
Since January 2024
 

 

Continuing our rundown of cat meme coins, we have Wen (WEN), another token that functions on
the Solana network. The poem “A Love Letter to Wen Bros.” serves as the inspiration for this
undertaking. It partitioned the poem into a trillion pieces, with a fractional token supporting each
one. What this means is that the poetry is owned proportionally by WEN holders.

 

 

 

However, as a meme coin, Wen is most famous for its speculation value. It debuted in the tail end of
January 2024 and has been doing well ever since. The price of a single WEN token was a mere
$0.00005976 in those days. The price of WEN has increased by more than 500% today, trading at
$0.0003394. The market valuation of Wen is more than $245 million at the present time.

 

This is a great opportunity to get in on the cat meme coin trend before it gets too popular.
Furthermore, Wen is trading at a discount of nearly 35% to its all-time highs right now. Wen also
happens to have one of the biggest followings on social media. On X, the initiative has over 147,000
followers. Among the many platforms where Wen is a trader are MEXC, Gate.io, and KuCoin.

 

 



 

 

5. Toshi (TOSHI) –  Building Use Cases for Token Holders in
the Trending Base Meme Coin Project
 

Toshi is a top-tier meme coin on the Base chain. Brian Armstrong’s pet cat served as inspiration for
both Mochi and this endeavour. Toshi has a far higher market cap than Mochi, despite being Mochi’s
younger sibling. Toshi is worth more over $265 million at the current market value. With more than
50,000 token holders, Toshi clearly has a dedicated following.

 

 

 

Not to mention, X already has over 32,000 followers. The fact that Toshi is creating practicality is a
major selling element. Among these features is a “Multi-Sender” tool and a platform for the
introduction of new Base tokens. Because of this, projects can airdrop a lot of tokens at once.

 

New Base projects can also use Toshi to lock their liquidity pool transparently. There has been a
performance gain of more than 1,700% for Toshi since its inception in August 2023. More than 150%
growth was observed in the previous month. However, decentralised exchanges are the only places
you may trade Toshi. On Uniswap, the trade volume is the most prevalent.
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Is Cat Meme Coin a Good Investment？
 

The majority of cat meme coins are useless, as we have shown. So, the only reason people acquire
cat coins is to profit from them. Fear of missing out and market speculation are the main factors that
drive their worth. Still, more and more cryptocurrency investors are putting their money into this
specialised sector.

 

A lot of credit for this goes to the popularity of dog-themed coins. Floki, Dogecoin, Bonk, Shiba Inu,
and dogwifhat are among the top dog meme currencies. The market capitalisation of each of these
projects is more than one billion dollars.

 

Cat meme coins have recently attracted the attention of speculative speculators. The market is in its
early stages, therefore there is a lot of room for growth. As an example, according to CoinGecko’s
data, the sum of all tokens with a feline theme is only $1.8 billion. The value of dog-themed coins, on
the other hand, is about $55 billion.

 

 

 

Conclusion
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Among meme coins, cat-themed tokens are all the rage right now. Investors have time to get in
before the market goes boom because its total value is less than $2 billion.

 

Mochi, Wen, Mog Coin, and Cat in a Dog World are a few of the top cat currencies to think about.
Make sure your portfolio is diverse and that you conduct your own research before investing.
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Where to Trade Crypto Futures?

 

You can trade crypto  futures on BTCC Now.  Over 300 USDT-margined perpetual trading pairs are
available for users to trade, including many popular altcoins and meme-coins.

 

Trade crypto futures Now

 

You can deposit and receive up to 10,055 USDT now when you sign up and verify your account on
BTCC Every new user gets a 10 USDT coupon after completing their registration. You will also get
an additional 20 USDT coupon on completing your KYC verification.

Check more details.
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About BTCC
 

BTCC is a leading cryptocurrency trading platform that is distinguished by its ability to balance the
simplicity of use with advanced features. It provides a comprehensive educational program through
the BTCC Academy, 24/7 customer support, and robust security to both novices and experts. BTCC is
a top choice for digital asset investors due to its emphasis on user contentment, which fosters a
secure and informed trading environment across a variety of cryptocurrencies.

 

BTCC is one of the few exchanges in the market that offers high-leverage options for investors and
concentrates extensively on futures trading. Users have access to more than 300 USDT-margined
perpetual trading pairs, which encompass numerous prominent altcoins and meme-coins.
Additionally, the platform has recently implemented spot trading to facilitate novice users who may
not be acquainted with futures trading.

 

 

Established Reputation: BTCC is one of the oldest and most well-known cryptocurrency
exchanges, having been operational since 2011. Its history in the market enhances its
credibility and trustworthiness.
A Diverse Selection of Cryptocurrencies: BTCC allows customers to access and exchange a
wide range of digital assets.
Margin and Futures Trading: BTCC provides margin and futures trading options, allowing
customers to expand their trading holdings and potentially increase their profits.
Proficient Trading Instruments: such as real-time market data, trading charts, and
technical analysis indicators. These tools can help users make informed trading decisions.
Security Measures: BTCC values security and uses a variety of safeguards to secure
customer payments and information. This includes two-factor authentication (2FA) and cold
storage of cryptocurrency assets.

 

 

 

 

BTCC Guide:
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How to Trade Crypto Futures Contracts on BTCC
BTCC Guide-How to Deposit Crypto on BTCC?
What is Crypto Futures Trading – Beginner’s Guide
What is Leverage in Cryptocurrency? How Can I Trade at 100X Leverage?
BTCC Review 2024: Best Crypto Futures Exchange

 

 

Crypto Buying Guides:

How To Buy Bitcoin (BTC)
How To Buy Picoin
How To Buy Ethereum (ETH)
How To Buy Dogecoin (DOGE)
How To Buy Pepe Coin (PEPE) 
How To Buy Ripple (XRP) 

 

 

Crypto Prediction:

 

Ethereum (ETH) Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030 — Will ETH Reach $10,000?
Ethereum Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030: How High Can ETH Go in 2024?
Bitcoin (BTC) Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030 — Is BTC a Good Investment?
Ripple (XRP) Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030 — Will XRP Reach $1 After SEC Lawsuit?
Pi Coin Price Prediction 2024,2025,2030 — Is Pi Coin a Good Buy?
Pepe (PEPE) Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030 – Will PEPE Reach $1
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